
Kim Case

My name is Kim Case and, like many of you, my life has been littered with 
more than a fair share of losses, hurts, and low points. At 19 I survived a brutal 
kidnapping and rape by four strangers. I spent my childhood in a family 
where money was scarce, addictions were prevalent and violence had a 
tight grip on my home.  I know this all sounds terrible, but if you’re reading 
this now you can see that I’ve found healing and so can you.

As a crime survivor, system advisor and advocate for victims, I’ve spent two 
decades breaking barriers and creating change in the public safety sector. 
Through my journey as an advocate, speaker, and consultant, I’ve been able 
to develop and direct programs within the Department of Justice, Office for 
Victims of Crime (OVC), the created programming for the National Center for 
Campus Public Safety, the United States Air Force Sexual Assault Response 
and Prevention Office (SARP), and Mothers Against Drunk Driving Victim 
Services (MADD) just to name a few. Some of my favorite work, however, has 
been at the state and local level serving crime victims and their families by 
helping them maneuver the system and find the help they need.

I welcome the opportunity to share my story and message of hope and 
healing. I find that my story resonates with many individuals, women’s groups, 
leadership teams, law enforcement, and civic groups alike. This year has 
brought about many new challenges, and I believe this time in history has 
been a defining moment for us all. The inspiration I receive from sharing with 
others allows me to deeply empathize, connect, and support the victims and 
those who care for them in light of the unique experiences they share.
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Educate.
Encourage.
Empower.

Aside from the physical abuse, 
Kim experienced extreme 
emotional trauma that didn’t stop 
after she escaped her captors. It 
has now been over 30 years since 
her attack and she is still dealing 
with legalities of the even, proving 
how the abduction was only the 
tip of the iceberg when it comes 
to the hurt experience from 
tragedies like these.

The inspiration she has become 
allows her to deeply empathize, 
connect, and support the victims 
in light of the unique experiences 
they share.

Kim Case is one of the most 
incredible people I have ever 
had the pleasure to meet. Her 
story is not told because of what 
has happened to her, but by her 
ability to make the world abetter 
place because of her experiences. 
I have known her for several 
years and each time I have her 
present to a class or audience, 
they are blown away by the 
meassage, the genuine delivery, 
and her hopeful spirit, as she 

inspires us to all be better.”

Kim is an ambassador for survivors 
of traumatic experiences, a resounding 
speaker, and a reminder of hope 
within this broken world. The 
trajectory of her life was tremendously 
changed when she was abducted 
and abused by four unknown men 
very early in her life. With the 
realization of the immense blessing it 
is to live to tell the tale, she has 
dedicated her life to supporting 
other victims in similar situations to 
her own. Her mission is to encourage 
those who are hurt with emotional 
and physical guidance through the 
healing process. She wants to be a 
voice of comfort as well as a guide 
towards justice for victims.

Kim has made it her mission 
to help others move through 
pain and suffering to a place 
of peace and wholeness. 
This video details the story of 
how Kim survived the brutal 
kidnapping and sexual assault 
of four complete strangers 
over a span of 15 hours.

“
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‘Lived to Tell’ shares the experience of survival, of 
turning tragedy to triumph, after Kim broke free 
from the handcuffs that bound her to her captors.  
Everyone faces adversity in life. Kim’s heartfelt 
explanation of the journey to overcome 
encourages women & men alike as they 
meander through the muddy waters called life.

HANDCUFFED: LIVED TO TELL

A STORY OF HOPE & HEALING: IF I CAN 
DO IT, SO CAN YOU.

STOLEN IN THE DARK: HOW THREE 
POLICE AGENCIES SHOWED KIM THE 
GOOD, THE BAD & THE UGLY

A heart wrenching story that begs the listener to 
ask “when something bad happens, am I wounded 
or am I a warrior?” Listen as Kim weaves the 
details of unimaginable hurt into a story of chosen 
triumph. A Story of Hope & Healing forces you to 
the edge of your seat as you learn about Kim’s 
journey to heal from a loss so severe that it 
seemed easier to die than it was to live.

Recognized for her honest understanding of the 
challenges first responders face when dealing with 
crime victims, Kim shares how her life was 
changed by the actions of police after the brutal 
kidnapping and rape nearly took her life. Meant to 
instruct, inform and inspire, Kim’s recount of more 
than 15 hours in captivity by a gang of four thugs 
leaves room for laughter and a few tears but most 
importantly, a new way of thinking about those hurt 
by crime.
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HANDCUFFED: LIVED TO TELL

Kim speaks to the hope that gave 
her the strength to endure the 
extreme hopelessness she faced in 
her abduction as well as the equally 
challenging hardships of the healing 
process. Rather than hardening her 
heart, this opened it to reveal her 
true empathy, authenticity, and 
transparency that makes hearing 
Kim speak so special.

Get in touch with Kim to speak at your next event 
or invite her to serve on your task force, work 
group, multi-disciplinary team, or special initiative.
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SCAN HERE TO INVITE KIM TO
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K I M  C A S E
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